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Company CMP Call Target AUD By

AGL $8.10 Hold $7.34 Morgans

ANP $0.21 Add $0.44 Morgans

CLW $4.78 Neutral $5.00 UBS

EDV $6.37 No Rating $6.65 Morgans

GXY $3.69 Neutral $3.53 Credit Suisse

IEL $24.47 Add $29.10 Morgans

JHG $51.42 Neutral $44.50 Credit Suisse

LLC $11.14 Buy $16.77 Citi

MFG $54.42 Neutral $54.00 Credit Suisse

NAN $5.79 Add $6.57 Morgans

NUF $4.48 Buy $6.00 Citi

ORE $6.44 Neutral $6.32 Credit Suisse

Summary Of Brokers Calls 

1.Morgans rates AGL as Hold

In a demerger that is expected to complete in 4Q22, subject to approvals, AGL Energy

plans to move its retail business and some of its newer generation portfolio into a new

entity called AGL Australia.

Accel Energy will hold a 15%-20% interest in AGL Australia and an electricity offtake

agreement out to FY27 will firm up volumes and reduce volatility for the two companies,

explains Morgans.

The analyst highlights the special dividend has been cancelled, and the company is

launching an underwritten DRP to conserve cash in 2H21 and FY22. Morgan's Hold rating

is unchanged and the target is lowered to $7.34 from $9.74.
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2.Morgans rates ANP as Add

The depth and breadth of Antisense Therapeutics’ clinical/non-clinical data has increased

substantially over the past 24 months, points out Morgans.

With additional animal and human plasma studies expected to drive a better understanding

into the mechanism of action (MOA) and new indications, it’s beginning to look like a

compelling package, notes the broker.

The analyst is buoyed by recent events, including information on new indications and

preliminary feedback from the two major regulatory authorities, and a FDA fast-track

submission. The target price increases to $0.44 from $0.38.

Charter Hall Long WALE has announced $267m of debt funded acquisitions and an

upgrade to FY22 earnings per share

guidance to greater than 4.5% growth.

The 3 assets acquired take the portfolio property valuation to $5.55bn.

UBS' Neutral rating is maintained.

The broker updates earnings forecasts 2.5%, and FY22 net asset valuation reflects an

initial yield of 5.0% (previously 5.2%).

Target is increased to $5.00 from $4.77.

3.UBS rates CLW as Neutral
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4.Morgans rates EDV as No Rating 

Morgans initiates coverage on Endeavour Group with a Hold rating and $6.65 target price. 

While attracted to the Retail business, the near-term outlook for Hotels is considered highly 

uncertain and at risk of further covid-related lockdowns.

The company has a retail network of 1630 stores across two key brands,Dan Murphy’s and 

BWS, and operates a portfolio of 332 licensed venues. It provides a range of hospitality 

services including food and beverage, gaming and accommodation.

Growth opportunities include expanding the store/venue network, leveraging digital and 

data capabilities, broadening the product range and acquisitions. Risks include adverse 

changes to liquor and gaming regulations and increased ESG consciousness from 

investors.

5.Credit Suisse rates GXY as Neutral

Credit Suisse notes an increasingly supportive lithium macro which sees the broker's near-

term pricing forecasts above consensus. The lithium price forecast sees exponential lithium

demand for EV batteries sustaining an upturn in prices as demand exceeds supply.

The broker notes lithium prices have risen sharply since February and we doesn't believe it

is temporary. Orocobre ((ORE)) and Galaxy Resources have agreed to merge and the

analyst sees ample value upside. The overall scale and market relevance enhancements

should derisk funding for and accelerate overall growth.

Credit Suisse maintains the Neutral rating for Galaxy Resources and lowers the target price

to $3.53 from $3.75.

6.Morgans rates IEL as Add

Morgans first take on the acquisition of 100% of the British Council’s Indian IELTs operations 

for $238m, results in 10-13% upgrades to the broker's EPS forecasts for FY22 and FY23. 

The Add rating is retained and the price target is increased to $29.10 from $28.48.

Management expects synergies of $6-8m within 24 months and estimates EPS accretion of 

around 13%, based on pro-forma 2019 (pre synergies). The analyst sees the acquisition as 

highly strategic and provides enhanced exposure to a large and growing IELTs region.

Longer-term, morgans continues to see sustained strong growth driven by market share 

gains in student placement, ongoing IELTs demand and potential further acquisition 

opportunities.
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 7.Credit Suisse rates JHG as Neutral

Credit Suisse estimates asset managers are trading at a -20% discount (near all-time lows) to

the market and upgrades earnings by 1-2% on average. Sector flows have improved and are

now less negative, but the price earnings discount has persisted.

Credit Suisse reiterates the Neutral rating for Janus Henderson Group as retail flows have

recently softened. The broker sees scope for a buyback of up to $200m, potentially to be

announced at the next result. The target price is also unchanged at $44.50.

8.Citi rates LLC as Buy 

London lockdowns are weighing on Lendlease Group's development earnings, and Citi has 

reduced earnings forecasts for FY21 and highlighted a slower activity ramp-up in FY22 

accordingly. 

Lendlease is now guiding to total profit of $375-410m for FY21, which at the midpoint is -16% 

below Citi's previous forecast of $465m. Similarly, the company's FY22 profit guidance of $578 

is -8% below consensus forecast of $626. 

The broker notes Sydney, Melbourne and Milan all show development progress and longer-term 

forecasts are retained.

The Buy rating and target price of $16.77 are retained.

9.Credit Suisse rates MFG as Neutral

Credit Suisse estimates asset managers are trading at a -20% discount (near all-time

lows) to the market and upgrades earnings by 1-2% on average. Sector flows have

improved and are now less negative, but the price earnings discount has persisted.

The broker reiterates the Neutral rating for Magellan Financial Group as consensus fund

flows remain too high, given recent outflows and lacklustre fund performance. The target

price of $54 is also unchanged.
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 10.Morgans rates NAN as Add 

Morgans believes Nanosonics’ investment in R&D is delivering, after the launch a new digital

platform, AuditPro. The platform offers digital traceability, reporting and compliance. This will

provide a new revenue stream, which is thought to have good potential.

The analyst had already allowed for a second instrument-disinfection product in FY23 forecasts,

so makes no adjustments.

The broker lowers forecasts, mainly in FY21, to reflect an exchange rate adjustment to

consumables. The target price have been revised down to $6.57 from $6.69.

11.Citi rates NUF as Buy

Citi has highlighted likely positive crop protection application for corn and soybean crops this 

season, following the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) reporting an expected 

4% year-on-year increase in combined corn and soybean planted acres.

The broker notes this supports its forecast for Nufarm to achieve 10% sales growth in North 

America in the second half, a segment which accounts for 21% of Nufarm's FY21 earnings. 

The Buy rating and target price of $6.00 are retained.

12.Credit Suisse rates ORE as Neutral

Credit Suisse notes an increasingly supportive lithium macro which sees the broker's near-term 

pricing forecasts above consensus. The lithium price forecast sees exponential lithium demand 

for EV batteries sustaining an upturn in prices as demand exceeds supply.

The broker notes lithium prices have risen sharply since February and we doesn't believe it is 

temporary. Orocobre and Galaxy Resources ((GXY)) have agreed to merge and the analyst 

sees ample value upside.

This should come from Orocobre's hard-earned IP operating in Argentina, which should 

materially derisk Galaxy Resources’ Sal de Vida

Resource. The overall scale and market relevance enhancements should derisk funding for and 

accelerate overall growth.

The Neutral rating for Orocobre is maintained and the target slips to $6.32 from $6.60, largely 

from lower long term lithium carbonate pricing.
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Disclaimer and General Advice Instructions: 

This report contains brief but selective reviews of recent Stockbrokers analysis, which should be regarded as 

information about future market behavior rather than advice on the securities mentioned. Do not take any action 

based on the contents of this report.

This document is provided by Laverne Securities Pty Ltd T/as La Verne Investing the Corporate Authorized Representative No. 

CAR No. 001269781 of La Verne Capital Pty Ltd AFSL 482937. The Research Analyst who prepared this report hereby certifies that 

the views expressed in this document accurately reflect the analyst’s personal views about the Company and its financial products. 

The information provided in the Report is provided by Morningstar, FactSet, and other subscribed sites. La Verne Investing is not a 

fund manager, however, the portfolio and the document are for general advice only, prepared by the Analysts and Research team 

for our clients. This report has Different Assumptions, Views, Analytical Method of the analyst with no guarantee of reliability and 

accuracy of the content. 

The Research Analyst has not been, is not, and will not be receiving direct or indirect compensation for expressing the specific 

recommendations or views in this report. La Verne Securities has its own Research methodology, with regards to the rating and is 

confirmed by the team for long-term Strategic rating of the concerned security as an Investment for Portfolios with a High Growth 

High-Risk Profile. Individual Stock is Speculative and of High Risk in nature and strongly don’t recommend to buy and usually with 

High-Risk Profile and loss of capital always remains as Risky Assets. 

All the Analysis and Data are Estimates or Information only. This Document is provided for the Advisors, their Clients, and Financial 

Professionals for information only and should not be considered an offer or solicitation of an offer to buy or sell a particular security 

or financial product or instrument. The information or services provided in this report may not be suitable for you and we strongly 

recommend taking the advice of your Financial Planner or Investment advisors. Laverne Investing will not treat the recipients as its 

customer by virtue of their receiving the report and should seek the advice of their consultant, prior to making any investment

decision considering this report or relying on this report.


